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staff  writer 
Two 
student employees at the 
Spartan 
Bookstore  were arrested 




they were selling merchandise to 
each other for a fraction of its retail 
value,





 and an un-
identified minor are being charged 







legal transactions, Maloney said. 
Hunter
 was said to have alleg-
edly sold the minor $108.84 
worth  
of 
store goods for only 50 cents. 
Technically 
UPD  did not carry 
out the 
arrest  because law 
enforce-
ment officers cannot arrest a suspect 
for a misdemeanor that was
 not com-
mitted in their presence. Maloney 
said.  
Therefore, assistant manager 
Elisa Mabra-Holmes. who discov-
ered 
the transaction, had to sign an 
affidavit saying that she witnessed 
the alleged crime. 
Both Hunter 
and  the unidenti-
fied minor were booked and released 
after being issued court appearance 
citations. 
According
 to the police report. 
Hunter admitted that the pair had 
planned to undercharge each other 
before the theft occurred. 
Hunter is scheduled to appear  
in
 
San Jose Municipal 
Court  Nov. 12 at 














Experts to discuss 
careers in 
aviation  
By Lorraine Grant 
Daily 
staff  writer 
Representatives from the 
Fed-
eral Aviation Administration will be 
on campus (kt. 19-21 to discuss ca-
reer 
opportunities  with students. 
The  representatives will be 
available to inform students about 
possible
 jobs as air traffic controllers 
anti air safety 
inspectors. 
Air traffic control specialists 
work 
in three basic areas:
 towers, en 
route centers 
and  flight service sta-
tions.
 
The  specialists at control 
towers 
direct air 
traffic  so it flows smoothly 
anti 
efficiently.  
En route traffic control 
centers
 
give pilots instructions. 
air traffic 
clearances,
 and advice 
regarding 
flight conditions 
along the flight 
path, while the pilot 
is flying the fed-






traffic  control specialists at 
FAA flight service stations render 
pre-flight, and emergency assistance 





 and enforce regu-
lations
 and standards concerning 
civil  aviation safety.  
"Any student
 who is unde-




Johnston   Daily staff 
photographer
 
Julie Braymen digs a shot for the Spartans  
as her technic University. at San I.uis Obispo. The volley - 
teammate Gina Watson watches in 
the hack- ball team took the match, winning three games
 
ground in a game against California State Poly- 















who almost caused 
an early return of 
the joint
 Soviet-U.S. space flight. 
"Cosmos  1887." 
is




told that the animals 
did survive the impact. 
and that Ye-
rosha and the other monkey are 
fine.  said Dwayne Brown. a 
public  
affairs 
officer  at NASA headquarters
 
in Washington. D.C. 
Yerosha. whose name trans-
lates to "troublemaker" in Russian, 
somehow freed his left arm on day 
five of the flight. raising fears that 
the flight might have to be curtailed. 
'Vhe space capsule contained, in 
addition  to Yerosha  and his fellow 
rhesus monkey. a 
number of rats and 




left arm on 
the flight, raising 
fears that the flight
 
might
 have to be 
curtailed. 
material from the rats for research 
in 
the chemistry




have  been re-




"The descent module of 'Cos-
mos 1987. 
touched  down at 7:03
 
p.m. 





area of the city of Mirny. in the Sibe-
rian region 




 in its 
prede-
termined landing 
site. said a cor 
respi 
indent
 for the Soviet news 
agency
 Tess. 






miles away from its targeted site. 
in Karakhstan, a region of the Soviet 
linion. 
The Soviets' 
plan to use a mo-
bile 
lab may have been "fnis-
trated.   




The Soviet news agency also 
said the module may have actually 
touched  down in Minty itself. But 
NASA officials said they. believed 
the module had landed in a deserted 
area in Siberia. 
See AWN/al'.








Ity Karen NI. Iterenii 
Daily staff writer 
Medical
























heard  by. 


















 "was still 
I 
AI Lie ev pei internal 
phase. although they di, hay,. sun' 
cient information  
steroids)  
to make y aluable 
He went on to explain 
how his 















The sample is 




rates the chemicals and filters them 
through the 
dev  ice one at a time. 
Baselt said 
The sample is then put through 
a mass spectrometer which frag-
ments organic
 molecules into their 


















,..ffliparing  the spec-







there are many peso ninon
 
and  














the athlete tested 
For 













 by the 
Nt'AA.
 Ilaselt said. 
Baselt also said that there is an 
on -going problem 
with Like posi-
tives, samples which test positive 
with one test and negative with an-
other. 
Following Baselt was David 
Lowenthal.  a 
professor  of 
geriatrics 
and 
pharmacology at Mount 
Sinai 
Iviedical College in New York 
. Low-
enthal discussed various NCAA-
banned substances and 

















 lei Hill. Lowenthal 















SJS111  instructor 
will urge -
Mir a 
petition drive on 
campus next 
v.eek
 in an attempt to 
qualify  
an ini-
i Ian% e that 
would  avoid 
raising  tu-
ition fees in the near future. 
Find's!)
 professor 
Scott  Rice. 
president  
ot 









 for the Government  
Spending
 Limitation











ulation  into 
the  hii4et 
"If 





















Mimes  hit Califoinia's
 public 
universities is cm rent's. 
iestricted
 hy 
Proposition 4. passed in 
1979.  That 
law place. .1 spending cap on state 
and local gosernment agencies and 
may. be adjusted only tor pima' and 
 'cost





as the least amount determined 
the United
 Stales Consumer Price 
Index oi 
the 
change  in California
 
per  
capita personal income. 









 that the 
student population  is 
much  t 















The problems of dealing with a 
person 






















who  has 
AIDS.
 





 face." said 
Sally Harvey of the
 Employee As-
sistance  Program 
at SJSU. 
"Many 
people  who have to 
work with 















 in the 
Workplace" 
was  held Tuesday in 
the Student 
Health









was a pat t (it 






Harvey and Celeste Kitagawa, 
a benefits 
specialist  from SJSU's 
personnel department discussed 
problems and




have three main goals in 
this 
seminar.
  Kitagawa said. 




ple  about AIDS. In addition. the 
seminar will explore the 
basic feel-
ings of someone who has
 AIDS and 
attempt to raise
 the comfort level 
about dealing with 
someone
 who 























at v sta 
(oared immune deficiency sy ndr ttttt e eases er the 
past
 eight years. His presenter   11ednesday vies 






































hide  v ICP1)
 in-
stead














and  faLtilt \\ 






S.ISI  Lir 











theic's  a large 
anti -tax 
feeling























a set of 
AIDS guideline%
 and policies 
in 
spring 19M6 to 




 fears that the 






 the policy and 
guidelines  and 
sent
 






ucator of the 
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 instructors to drop students from 
a class if they don't show up on the 
first 
class









plan now being considered here 
should






in fact the entire first 
week,
 is 
confusing  and frustrating  enough for 
students, instructors and
 administrators without 
adding this absurdity. 
This plan would unnecessarily
 inconve-
nience too many students. 
First-time SJSU students
 who don't know 
Dudley
 Moorhead from Duncan
 Hall, everyone 
trying  to find a parking 
space
 before class and 
students
 with legitimate reasons
 for missing, the 
first meeting would
 be unduly punished. 
We 
understand
 the motivaton hehind 
the 
plan. currently










is a serious 
problem 
in many buildings
 on campus and 
should  be addressed. But 
other steps such as 
building more
 structures and limiting 
enroll-
ment 
make more sense than this plan. 
Futhermore,  students who sign 
up for too 
many 
classes
 and then drop 
some
 don't help 
matters





 peers who are 
try-
ing to add the same 
classes. 





Dropping  students if they miss 
the  first 
class is the required practice 
at many commu-
nity colleges. That's fine for
 those institutions, 
but 
quality  institutions that respect 
students  





















the editor can he on 
any topic. 
Letters must bear 
the writer's name, major, 
phone number and class 
level.
 Deliver letters 
to the Daily


























Lady  Spartan under 
the  guidance of 
Head
 Coach
 I k 
Montgomery.  To con-
clude that Montgomery is an 
inadequate coach for the 
caliber
 of players at SJSU is a farce.
 since he is reponsi-
ble for the 
caliber  that has existed. anti 
that now exists. 












He has brought 











campus.  I was also at the Stanford
 match. but I saw a 
ditterent
 picture. I saw a lack of desire  in some of 
the 
players'
 eyes. and it showed 













ing poorly. and Coach Montgomery  
did 
what
 any sensible  coach 








 their opinion. However. 
neither Laura or 
Chris has ever 
played for Coach 
Montgomery  nor do 
they. have a 
concept  of what a major 
impact  he. as a 
coach.  has had on most of his 


















 1. tc,ponse to the letter to thc
 
editor  on 
Oct 
I ; by 1,,hii Bliss
 To Bliss and others 
who share his 
le%\ akc up and smell the 
coffee. 
hat










 the spread of 
/S Mtitudes 
such as the
 one that 
Bliss  states 
in his 
letter 





has  finally 
become
 a cause for 
cele-
bration
 within the 
gay community.





 alone have 
been
 faced with 
a deadly 
killer.
 and they 
are beginning
 to conquer 
it. They have
 
been able to arrest 
this 




are flOW making 
inroads into treating
 it. 
What  can he 
said of 
people  like 
















But in San 
Francisco's  




diseases  are 






 one in four
 girls get  
pregnant
 









drisc  to neser











 has to offer. I feel sorry for them.
 
There is no coach 
more deserving of a national 
title,
 nor 
one who wants one more 
than Coach Montgomery  
that's a 
fact!  
To ask for his resignation is absurd. Why 
throw 
away. 
the best thing that has happened to Spartan volley-
ball
 ' 
As far as SJSI 7 volleyball is concerned,
 I hope they 
conquer their quest for a national title. As far as Montgo-
merry is concerned:
 Coach. you're the best! 
Teri Dellusk 
ormer S.ISI volleyball player 
Editor, 
I am writing in response to Laura Cook's and Chris 
Cochran's letter 
to the editor regarding SJSU women's
 
volleyball coach Dick Montgomery. 
I want to know where
 these two girls get the author-
ity to tell a 
professional coach how to lead a college -level 












blond that )ou picked up last Saturday. 
turned
 out to be more  than you 




 two people who have sex; you're 
sleep-
ing with 
every person their partner has ever had
 sex with. 
Burying  one's head in the sand when 
it comes to AIDS 
does
 nothing to 
stop
 it. 
Bliss also comments on 




sponsoring  "AIDS 
Awareness  Week . 
Let's look at how 
much  it would cost not to host 
it  Millions. 
more like billions. We students are in the 
beginning of our lives; does Bliss realiie what the cost of 
one of us contracting AIDS really is'? Forty years of lost 
wages, productiv ity and enhancement
 of the national 
economy and hundreds 
of




 where are your priorities? Spending a couple 
hundred
 dollars now in the hope that some 
people  will 
not get this disease is a smart investment. 
In closing. there is one odd thing about all














1% journalism class had a personal interview with 
Montgomery. and this is definitely not the impression I 
received. Coach Montgomery has had years of coaching 
experience and knows how to do it correctly. Our team 
practices hard every week and is a good team. Just be-
cause they lose a game or two doesn't mean the fans 
should jump all over the coach. Things aren't always 




of certain players during the 
Stanford 
game  was surely not an act of foolishness. The 
man knows how to coach a team 
to success; he did what 
he thought was right and no one should kntx:k him for 
that. 
How can they say this man doesn't give the 
team 
support'?
 Have they ever spoken with him, or the girls for 
that 
matter?  
Ending the letter with a request
 for Montgomery to 
retire is a strong statement. Do they have authority from 
the SJSU athletic department'? Just where are they justi-








a single day during 
the height of the 
Vietnam 
War. In the '60s, 
college  campuses were 
in an upheaval. 
Why 
not now? AIDS is 
happening
 to heterosexuals; 
it's 
time 






Perhaps there is more to 
the phrase "Ignorance is 
Bliss." Or 
perhaps John Bliss thinks 
he really is well in-
formed. It appears
 he is not. Unfortunately, 
he's  not the 
only one. 
In his Oct. 13 letter 
to the editor. Bliss called
 
"AIDS 
Awareness  Week" 
redundant
 in light of the fact 
that we already have "Gay
 and Lesbian  
Awareness  
Week" in the fall 
semester.  WAKE UP! Bliss 
and  others 
like him are in dire need 




 just a homosexual disease.
 Increasingly, AIDS is 
af-
fecting the heterosexual 
community,  not to mention in-
fants and 
children. It is a world-wide
 issue that needs to 
be 
dealt  with and 
addressed  by everyone.
 
As 
for the term "pro




find any group. or 
individual  for that matter, 
that  
claims
 to be "pro -AIDS." To even
 suggest that sponsors 
and 




 and "Gay 
and Lesbian 




advise Bliss and anyone 
who is uninformed, con-
fused
 or just plain scared to 
attend  some of the events 
being offered
 as part of "AIDS Awareness
 Week." 
I agree, 
enough  is enough! Being informed
 is the 
only way to combat fear and
 ignorance. 
Rachel





writing in response to a letter published
 (kt. 
13 on the Forum page. 
The Forum policy states that "letters in 
poor taste 
will not be published.' The 
letter
 from John Filiss exhib-
ited extremely poor taste in 
referring  to gays and lesbians 
as being "pro-A1DS." The uneducated homophobia dis-
played by Bliss 
is precisely





Week,"  as well as a "Gay and Les-
bian Awareness Week." 
The fact that 




 than the grave disservice
 the 
Spartan Daily did its 
readers
 by printing it. 































 money, success. 
My name
 is Ruth." 
I sat in my easy
 chair watching
 this darkly 
mysterious
 woman 
leering out at 








powers  of 
divination





 Here was a 
woman  who 
obvi-
ously  could unlock 
the shrouded 
riddles
 of the Uni-
verse.  
A quick phone
 call is all it takes, 
Ruth told 
me.  For a mere two 
bucks  I could find 
the
 answer to 
any 
question.  I 
headed
 straight for








the  forbidden 
knowledge
 I knew Ruth would 
pro-
vide  me with. 
I dialed her
 number, 976
-RUTH.  Erie 
music
 
could be heard 
in the background 
when  Ruth an-
swered the phone. 
Her  










"Choose your cards by 
selecting  a number 




you do not have a 
Touch -Tone telephone, please 






time you called," she
 told 
me. 
Having an old-fashioned 
rotary
 phone in my 
office. I waited for Ruth 
to choose for me. I looked 
across at 
Musha,  my black cat, as he sat hunched 
on top of my answering 
machine.  Obviously, this 
was 
the kind of cryptic intrigue he could relate to. 
Apprehension
 gripped me as I squinted my 
eyes and 
thought of my question. Ruth had said she 
could tell me about love. so I concentrated on 
thinking about my relationship with my sweetheart. 
Ruth  used a three-card 
method  of reading the 
tarot. The cards she selected for me were Strength. 
which she said represented the relentless demands 
of my passions; the
 Magician. pointing toward 
great 
creative  potential for me. and the Hermit, tell-
ing me I need to pursue knowledge from 
within. 
Ihung
 up the phone.
 leaned back in my chair, 
and pondered
 the deep mysteries I was now 
privy  to. However, I was
 not completely satis-
fied with
 what Ruth had told me. I 
decided to get a 
second opinion. 






 card readings. By dialing 
976-
SEER. I could get 
another
 reading. 
Once again, hokey Timis Karloff music oozed 
out of the phone, and a mystical voice began
 to give 
me instructions. But wait, I thought. That voice - 
it sounded strangely familiar. 'The 
otherworldly  
tone,  the 
breathiness  why, it
 was Ruth 
again!
 
Once niore I 
concentrated







 My first 
card
 was the Devil, 
predicting  a delightfully 
wicked 
time for me. My 
second card was 
the Queen of 
Wands. 
representing  a 
sensual.  powerful 
and  exotic 
woman
 in my life.
 The last card
 was the 
Two  of 
Pentacles.  
forcasting










call  the original
 Ruth again 
and get a final
 
verification
 on what was
 portended for
 my love 
life. When 
I did, by 













thing  left 
to
 do. I 
called  





 reading I had received 
from
 
Ruth.  and 
suggested  she call 








do so, then 
call  
me right back. 
The 















we had a 
lot in 
common.  
and  now 




the same cards for 
me 
that she chose 
for 
you  
Strength.  the Magi-






































































































































































































































































at least 32 people. 













 in the 
gulf, where
 Iran and Iran 
have  been 
at war since 
September  1980. 
Neutral







 tor the repa-
triation 
of




afier an American 
helicopter  
attack
 on Iranian boats last
 week. It 
played the same
 role last month after 
U.S. 
forces  sank an 








 was reporter 
attacked 
off  the southern 
gulf  port o 
Dubai
 about I .(XX) 













 said le 
attacker
 in both cases 
appearedto
 




 in the area. 
They said the Iranian 
volsel  
used





but  Lloyd's 
Shipping itel-













commercial ships, but its 
limed
 
speedboats and larger craft 
nsularly retaliate for Iraqi air raids 
()tankers
 carrying Iranian oil. 
Most 
Iranian




 owned by or serving Kuwait 




of supporting Iraq in the war. 
The United States has given II 
Ku-
waiti tankers American
 flags and 
registration so U.S. Navy ships 
can  
protect them. 
Hospital officials in 
Baghdad
 
said many of the 218 people 
reported  
wounded
 in the missile explosion 
had 
died. but gave no 
figures.  
Nearly all the dead 
and  wounded 
were 
said to be children.
 
Crowds lining the funeral route
 
chanted "Revenge!
 Revenge!" and 
officials promised retaliation. 
"The bkx)d of our martyred 
children will not 
be wasted." Saadi 
Mahdi Sakti. a leader of the ruling 
Baath Socialist Party. said in a 
graveside eulogy. 
U.S. 
officials in both the gulf 
 nd Washington said the U.S. policy 
t f defending only ships flying the 

























































 at 12:30 







 at 370-0612 for 
in-
formation. 
   
'The Re -Entry
 Club is offering a 
support
 
group  at 12:30 p.m.





Shatto at 37(1-2344 for 
in-
formation. 
   
The  Career 
Planning





 Dairy is 
committed 
to accuracy.  
Any 
significant  error 
brought
 to WI 
edil(Pr'S  
attention  will he cor-
rected. 
lf you notice 
something  
which  you know is 
incorrect.
 
please write to the
 Spartan 
Daily. San Jose State Univer-
sity. One Washington .Square. 




San Jose State 
University Community 
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 the t nt,erso, kdonn 
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dents
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today in the Student 
UnionAlmaden
 
Rtxtm. Call Cheryl 
A. 
Millen  at 







































































The math and 
omputer  science 
department
 is 













Unisersity  of 
Caliiornia.



























Grier  at 
4:30 





















































































































































 at 978-2731 for 
information. 
   
MU Karate Club will 
be
 hav-
ing a practice and workout on Tues-
days and Thursdays from 7:30 to 
9:00 p.m. Contact Jose at 293-7276 
for 
information.  
   
The Cycling Club will be hav-
ing its 
regular meeting tomorrow 
in 
the Student
 Union Pacheco Room 
at
 




   
Lutheran  Campus 
Ministry  will 
be holding a 
worship  service this 
Sunday at 10:45 
a.m.
 at the chapel 
located
 on the corner of 10th and San 
Carlos streets. Contact 
Norb  Fim-
haber at 298-0204 
for infomiation. 
   
The Re -Entry Club will be 
holding a Support Group today at 
12:30-1:30 p.m. in the Pacheco 
Room. Contact
 Lee Shatto at 37°-
2344 for information. 
 
  
The California Faculty As.socia-
non will 
be having seminars today 
starting 
at
 8:15 a.m., nom 








   
The Cycling Club 
will be has - 
ing a tune-up 
stand in front of 
the 
Amphitheatre from 9 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
today and 




   
Inter 
Varsity  Christian 
Fellowship
 will be having a group
 
meeting 
tonight in the 
Costanoan  
Room 
at 7 p.m. Contact Jay 
Dunlap 
at 









 sign ups until 
they sell out of 
tickets.  Call Chuck at 
268-5633 for 
information. 
   
SJS Ultimate






us,  tomornm at 
5:(X) p.m 
until dark. 
Contact  Scott 
Parsons
 at 
297-0456 fiw information. 
 
   
The  Pre -Medical 
Students
 As-
sociation  will be having 
a general 
meeting 
tomorrow  at I:30 p.m. 
Con-
tact Paul 
Matsumato  at 226-7885 
for 
inforniation. 
   
The  Newman 
Center
 will be 
having a worship 
and  mass this Sun-
day at 6:3° 
and  8:30 p.m. at the cha-
pel 
located on 10th Street. Contact 





























Dancing  Nightly 
Monday Night Football 
25C pizza
  25 hotdogs  5N beers 
Video Arcade with Electronic 
Basketball. Plus much more! 
307 Orchard City














 Salvadoran President Jose Napoleon 
Duarte  
to 
the White House on 
Wednesday and they 
agreed  there 
can be no lasting peace 
Central  America without
 
democratic





 reception  as 
he 
began  a state visit and he showed his 
appreciation  for 
U.S. support by 
kissing  a flag displayed on the White
 
House south lawn. 
After a ceremony 
that 





peace  prospects  Mr Central 
America
 
have been enhanced 
because  of the agreement Duarte 
and four other 
area president,. signed two months 
agli  
"If peace is to prevail. so MIN 
democracy the 
president said, adding that a successful outcome ot 
the Aug. 
7 accord remains "far
 trom
 
Duarte. in a sintilar 
vein. said Central Americans 




He added. "I am convinced that there cannot he 
peace in Central America
 without freedom 
and  
de-
mocracy." Administration officials base been pri-
vately











not  address key 
questions. such as Soviet -Cuban military ties M. 
caragua's leftist government. 
But there was no hint of any discepencies hv 




addition  to the welcoming
 ceremony . 






by Secretary of State George 
Shultz
 and a White 
House 
dinner  Wednesday night. 
Reagan was effusive in his praise for 
Duarte.  a 
close ally whose country has received hundreds of 
millions of dollars in 
U.S.  economic and military aid 
over the past 





ership. has proven wrong the cynics, pessimists
 and 
detractors of denitx:racy.' he 
said.  
"Under the most trying of circumstances 
with 





ocratic conventions and 
ideals  have been transformed 
into
 institutions.  laws 
and 
practices.
   
Ai the conclusion
 of 
his  remarks. 
Duarte 
sur-
prised the gathering of several hundred by descending 
from
 the podium and xx 
50 yards














oid  such 
pm -American displays and try instead it) !Mlle their 
identification with U.S. policies. and Duarte himself 
conceded









The peace agreement. 













 to arrange 






ietoi  in by
 the same 
deadline 
Sal% adotan gin eminent and rebel leaders met 
last 
week to 





Diet. hut the iv.. sides remain tai apart If anti, 
not
 be negotiated hetoi
 e the 
Jeanine.  I /nark: 
has said 
he 
will  declare a unilateral
 cease 1 
.)










































 . ..)))1 
1)uarte
 
also di.. ussed plans 
to 
grant amnesty 
to ))))).i  
'tithe I MOO political




 ot kidnapping tot 
moues
 ss 






os)  ANGI'l I ) 





 hut \ohei 
Prire 
recipient Donald Liam 
...oil  ekble.,1.1) hp, pi 
()peering
 ettOrts


























tiree. and French  




the Royal Suedish 
Academy of Sciences 













College  in Florida. his 
masters in chemistry 
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By Holly Olsen 






back on the winning track after beat-
ing PCAA 
rival Cal Poly 3-0 at 
home Tuesday night. The Spartans 
are now 12-2 
overall.  6-1 in the 
PCAA 
Volleyball 
Last eek the Spartans were 
traveling a rough road after a 
dev-
astating 3-1 loss to Stanford. Coach 
Dick Montgomery 
seemed skeptical 
about the outcome 
for 
the 




said senior Gina Watson. "We have 
our movement
 again and 
we're 
hack  
to our old selves." 
Watson performed well. lead-
ing the team v oh 15 digs and was 
second  
with  I I kills behind 
Barbara 
Higgins and Julie
 Brav men v,.hu had 
13 apiece. Most of Watson's 
suc-
cessful 










they once were. The 
Spartans have 
won the last tise 
matches  between 
the two 
schools.  
As SJSrs rival last year, the 
teams met in the first round of the 
N CAA Northwest Regional where 
'This 
was  a 
nice
 win 
















and desire to win, 
anti  we have lost 
all
 our movement," Montgomery 
said.
 
But certainly Montgomery has 
reason to 
feel differently after the 
Cal Poly victory. 
"This is the brightest 
spot  
we've
 seen since our alumni match 
(the first
 match of the season>. Our 









 a four -game
 
match to the Spartans. 
Both were exceptional teams, 
SJSU finishing third in the PCAA 
and Cal Poly sixth. 




way to the 
NCAA  play-
offs for the past seven seasons 
and 
are ranked 19th in the polls. this year 
they are faced with a 
young, 
inex-




"Cal Poly was not attacking
 us 























































"They  are 
usually
 a quick 
de-
fensive team 










 56 and the
 defense 
could 
not  keep up 







 had her 
best match













made  eight kills
 out





Kari  have a career 
match  like that shows me that the 
team has a lot of depth w.hen a key 
player like Barbara
 Higgins isn't 
playing real well." Montgomery 
said.  
In the 
Fresno  State match last 









Higgins'  percentage 
slipped to 
.267. 
Roberson has been improving 
with each match. Last week she was 
19th in the nation with a blocking 
average of .52 per game. Roberson 
led
 the Spartans with five blocks in 
Tuesday'smatch.  
There was
 a unanimous feeling 
among the players and
 coaches after 
the Cal State -Long Beach and Stan-
lbrd losses. that
 it was effors, partic-
ularly in blocking. that were one of 
the 
leading problems behind the 
Spartans lacking performance.
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All suns are 
personally  'Pod and altarrod by Vince Cinema 
E goad 
tailor.  European Ironed RIP 25 
years  experience 
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the  Stanford match  and im-
proved 













by com  
ting












Stanford  anti  
only one 
. 












































































match against Sacramento State. The 
Hornets have been ranked in the top 
five of the AIAW or NCAA Division 
11 
championships  seven of the last 
eight years. 
The Hornets tied for 5th 
in the 















































a couch to a bed. 
(408) 293-3355 
916 So. 
Bascon  Ave., S.J. 
(3 











































































































































































































field  during Game 6 of 
the  National 
League 
Championship Series 






 right stupid. 
It's
 









your  consistent 


























 it was 
dangerous.  
It's a good thing
 that the beer thrown was 
done  
after a foul
 ball. If the ball 













 had hit 
Leonard
 in the head,
 





Craig would have 
been  right to demand 
that the 
game  be forfeited for your
 unruly behavior. 
The coins you threw  
could have hurt your own
 
cause. Just think
 about it. If Vince 
Coleman.  while 
chasing







 and fallen. Thus, 
what  appeared to be 
a routine out
 might have been 
an
 extra base hit. 











 it or 
not)  










 play in the 
70s. 
You 
may  not like this 
titillation. but 












the  Giants hosted 
the Cardinals 
over  the 
weekend.  
Sure,  Sunday's game had to 
be stopped to pick 
up some 
streamers  and a couple of 
beach balls. But, 
there was no 
personal  attack on any 
of your beloved 
Cardinals. 
You complained
 about the taunting of 
shortstop
 Ozzie Smith. I got 
news
 for you. During 
last 
year's  World Series. 
I3oston
 fans taunted 
Darryl 
Strawberry.  Met fans retaliated




 Giants' fans haven't been model 
citizen:  in the past. Don't
 believe me. Ask Dodger
 
manager  Tommy Lasorda. A few
 of times. Giant -
Dodger  game have nearly turned 
into riots.The 




 the National Guard 
should
 be 
positioned in left field.
 along side you "fans." 
With
 your 
behavior. all America is now 
cheering for Leonard. After
 Leonard got 
his "shower," 
he was offered
 a towel by 
an usher, but turned it down. 
The following inning. Leonard, 
while sitting 
on the bench gave a big wave to a television 
camera. as if 
to show he was
 all 
right.  
Through it all, Leonard 
showed
 a lot 
of class. 
While  some of his statements
 may have been 
thought of 





stated his feelings. 
The last two games of the NLCS were played 
in Busch Stadium. While the name of the stadium is 















Wednesday night were 
better behaved. A bad 
reputation
 is a hard thing to 
lose. 
As for the rest of you St. Louis fans who said 
the Giant 
fans were the




don't  be to 
quick  to 
judge.  Just





were  out in left field Tuesday night. 
Mark Foyer, the 
assistant  sports editor of 
the
 Spartan Daily,
 had a great time 
watching
 at 
the NIA'S at Candlestick. 
"Mark My 
Words,"  
will  run again in two weeks. 
Spartan Stats
 

















Cal  State Fuller1on 
New 


























































NO YDS AVG 
UP
 







 19 157 0.3 61 






cOMP YDS pci INT 
Perez
 205 125 1524 60.9
 11 7 
Locy
 





3 1 43 33.0 1 OSJSU 
236 145 1829 61.4 1470PP 
217 105 1244 48 



























































































































12 341 28.4 49 
Blackshear 6 







































8-9 6-10 26 
1.5 OliTarez
 FG rile& 
33.38,20.36,26.46.  








































































499  49 
435 
Punts 
avg  27 37.6 37 41.9 
DEFENSIVE LEADERS 
TOTAL TACKLES




 46. Resnick 37, Cox 
36,




- Sandson 5, 
Pauu 5, Brown 4, Kidney 3, Alexander 
3 
FUMBLE RECOVERIES
 - T 
Wells 3, Alcantara 2. Burnside 2 


















 (AP) - Some of the
 biggest names in 
the NFL broke
 ranks with their striking 
teammates  
Wednesday. leading 83 
players back to work on the 




beat the I p.m. deadlinc 
for reporting 
included such stars as Lawrence Taylor. Steve Largent, 
Ozzie Newsome and Andre 
Tippett
 as the total of players 
who have returned to their teams increased to 
223. about 
14 percent of the I 
.585 players under union jurisdiction. 
That didn't include 13 Los Angeles Rams, among 
them All -Pro running back Eric
 Dickerson and quar-
terback Jim Everett. who may be in Thursday. 
Team spokesman Pete 




expressed a desire 
to return' and had been given the day 
off "to avoid a media circus." 
"There is 
uncertainty  in all of what's happening." 
said Rams Coach John Robinson. "If my source is accu-
rate. these 13 people will be in 
tommorrow.  We sub-
mitted these names
 in accordance with the policies of the 
NFL regarding the deadline." 
That left 
only
 the Washington Redskins with no-
body in camp, after All -Pro defensive end Dexter Man-
ley said he was reconsidering
 his decision to return. The 
union, 
however, said the new defections would have no 
effect
 on its 
determination  to stay out. 
"Whatever







 that management was expect-




"If  they're waiting for attrition to end this strike. 
they have
 a long way to go.
 It seems to us they'd be a lot 
better
 served negotiating












































































































































































































































































































































































 things he 
was  not taking 
care 
of
 and some 
personal  things 
that
 needed 













refused  to com-






later this week. 
Berry said his 
coaching staff 




 on and off the 
court. 
"He was 
taking  up too much 
tit our time." Berry said. "It 
wasn't
 fair to the other 
players."  
Berry added that Owens did 
not
 meet the team's on and off 




 follow and he was not 
doing 
it." 





cited that Owens was 
let
 go after he missed

























 High School 





 in rebounds 
dur-
ing the 1985-86 
with  an average of 
8.7  a 
game.  
Last 
year.  he led the Spartans
 
in 
rebounding  with 



















 was named the PCAA 
"Freshman of 















But after averaging 11.7 
points
 a game his 
first  season. 
Owens'
 scoring 




paign and 8.0 
last year. That 
was  
third best on 
the  team. 
Berry 
said
 that Owens 
depar-
ture will 





"He may or may not of been 
a starter this 
year.'  Berry said. 


























Daily stet writer 
Times 
are  changing 
for the 








 former Olympic 
team
 Merit -
her  Keith Nakasone. who 
is replac-
ing Dave




 of the 
ill-fated  1980 
Olympic
 team that was
 forced by po-
litical maneuvering 
to boycott the 
games.
 he is also a past 
Pan Ameri-
can











 the figurehead 
for the team,
 the day-to-day coach-
ing is 




who runs the practices
 anti travels to 
tournaments with the team. 
Long shows great respect
 for 
his replacement. 
"I'd say Keith is one of the four 




techniques  and achievements far sur-
pass me. He probably
 would have 
been our best shot at a medal at the 
'80 Olympics if the
 peanut farmer 
(former President Jimmy Carter)
 
hadn't screwed
 things up. 
"In 1975 he 







als as an I 













 champ.'' Long 
said. 





























 he also 
worts to 
in-
sure  that top 
SJSU 
players





















 and two 
first -place
 fin 






 gaining the 
distinction  of 
being 
voted coach of 
the
 year two 
years in a row.
 
Nakasone disappeared from the 
judo world after the heartbreak
 of the 
'80 
Olympics,
 but re-emerged years 
later. 
"I 
kind  of went into a shell 
until 1984. I spent all the time and 
all the money I had on the sport, and 
was. 
quite 
frankly,  very bitter.
 But 
to put it straight, you've got to 
put 
back in what you get out 
of the pro-
gram.'' he said. 
"There are 
some
 great athletes 
who just can't teach, and 
some great 
athletes who don't 
give  anything 
back. but Keith is 
one  of those guys 
who 





to the sport 
what 
he has learned,''  Long 
said. 
Though he didn't get a chance 
to prove himself






current  SJSU judo 
players 
get  their chances




captain  Kevin 




and Joe Wanag.  
ranked
 No. I in the 
nation 
at 189. are both prime
 candi-
dates to make 
the Olympic team. 
Mike Swain, who is also an 
assistant  
coach 
for the Spartans, 
is expected 
to make the 
Olympic  team as well.
 
"The whole dream of any ath-
lete is to 
make the Olympic team. If 
























1 1 Saratoga, San Jose. M,Th,F,
 10-9 
T,W,Sat. 10-6.
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- but not
 one 







































































412 East Campbell Ave. 
Campbell,
 CA 95008 
Phone  : (408) 














































 al the Spartan Bookstore.
 
Panel  
dispels  myths 










Appiovininelv 50 students 
par 











the Student I 'mon
 





















' It doesn't mattei \\ hat you 
maim in 
We.e  had sonic sUccess-












eals and an S.ISC 
alumnus.
 
thought  I \% a, 




 of im lit,
 I ' 
is the 
hest  job I've CVO 11,1,1 
Said.  
Tacit panelist  \vas 
introduced  
and gt \ en an opportunity to give 
some background
 on their sales 
4.4oni-
pally 





















to use the sales techniques  
that 
\\ oik tor 
you.-  Joyce said 
"Yon 
need












 is the prod-
uct knoWledne,  















an industry. 'You Cali 1110VC illt0 
something
 else.
 I'd father stay'
 in 
sales. 1 don't want  
to yoik 













the  sales business
 tor seYen 
need to 
ask \ 
ourself  are 








more  than 
a 
salespeison
 W hen the \ (the 
public)
 







More !hail salc, said ETIk 























alone. instead ot 
learning about 
the piothis  I COM 
pletely to help 
sales
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 ).riti »ant 
to go and 
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 Ifistrict \tanager for liar-
nes-Hind. 
"Hopefully  we 
took
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Cav  - 
anagh said 
The
 tlefault ivould make Public 
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 Charles  
liayless. company 
financial















they  hope a bankruptcy  




a $1 I billion debt 
restructuring
 




























































to the drays rig
 hoard
 and 















referring  to 











 . . 
The question is  who can give you 
the 
best solution




















to buy it back! 
Price
 
CTURBO XT, 8 MHZ, 
640K 
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NTA  MONICA 

























Tractors began shoving quarry 




Island  into 



















 called the most ambi-
tious 
project






said department marine 
resonice, supervisor 
Herb Frey. 
"What this reef will do is pro -
fishing
 by 
side more recreational 
concentrating tish and making them 
more 
easily caught.- Frey 
said.  "It 
\\ certainlv InereilSe













Salt  Diego.  






 said Frey. 
'I he so-called
 "mega -reef" 70 -
lea-deep in Santa Monica Bay will 
lie 
composed of 20.(XX1 tons of is-
land
 rock 






-feet high. said 
Grant,  
addrii2 it y as 





 this is 48 
wet,. but it is 
really
 lust one." he 
stressed. 























 hest to 
attract 
and































 The tires 
heaved













put  one 
in 
again 










































































uate engineering program at 










 ''s grad- 
Day held in the Student
 t nion 
Ballroom  
and from 














page  / 
Soviet 
scientists freed the arm 
of a 
monkey being 
subjected  to similar 
treatment on the 
surface
 to see what 
sort of problems it might
 cause. 
They decided to continue the mis-
sion and 
brought the capsule down 
after fourteen days in orbit. 
Tass did not say whether Vero-
sha's activities had an effect on 
the 
landing. 
Before departing for Moscow 
on Monday, Oct. 5. Marilyn Vas-
ques.one of the NASA Ames Re-
search Center researchers who is in-
volved in the program. described the 
Soviet 
equipment.  
At the original site the Soviet 
scientists are standing by with mo-
bile labs and 
a "giant tent," she 
said.
 
Vasques will be one of the 
Americans
 who is 
scheduled
 to re- 
















eight scientists, including 





 by James Connolly,
 Cos- 
weightlessness.
 will be examining 
mos 
project  
manager,  Dr. Rodney















 5 and 
plan to 
stay 
there ap- and an associate 
at
 Florida's A & M 
proximately 30 days before returning




 pineal glands of the rats. 





LOS ANGELES (AP) 
- A judge 
angrily 
berated Richard Ramirez' 
defense 
attorneys  Wednesday for 
being unprepared
 anti set a trial date 
of 
Feb. 1 for the "Night 
Stalker"  
defendant, indicating
 he will not tol-
erate further delays. 
To prove his 
point,  Superior 
Court Judge Michael Tynan
 dis-
posed of a 
defense motion without 
waiting for 
arguments





 they were unprepared.
 
As 
Daniel  Hernandez recited a 
a litany of reasons for 
continuing  the 
matter 
further.
 the judge snapped 
"This sounds like something from 
Abbott and 
Costello..  ' 
"Gentlemen, there is a history 
in this case of  excuses for not being 
prepared," said Tynan. who 
pointed
 
out that the defense had two years to 
get ready for Ramirez' trial on 14 
murder charges and 31 related felo-
nies. 
Ramirez. a 27 -year -old drifter 
from El Paso. Tex.. is charged with 
being the infamous "Night Stalker" 
whose killing rampage terrified Cali-
fornia
 residents in the sumnier of 
1985. 
Ramirez' 
lawyers,  who are not 
related,  arrived
 in court 
Wednesday
 
seeking a continuance of testimony 
and arguments on a motion they had 
filed to separate the various charges 
against their client into different tri-
als. 
The motion claimed
 that since 
the murders occurred in widely di-
verse locations including the San 
Fernando Valley and Pomona.
 they 
should each be tried where they oc-
curred. The defense 
lawyers  said 
they wanted a 
delay  in order to call 
witnesses and prepare arguments. 
"You've
 had two years to get 
prepared," 
said Tynan. "You sim-
ply haven't done your job. I think 
it's time to go....I want this case to 
go forward and it's obvious to me 
you haven't done anything 
substan-
tial to get ready
 for this motion.' 
Daniel Hernandez replied that 
an attorney assigned to aid the de-
fense had 
been ill and unable to help  
in preparations. 
"I 
feel a little bit run 
down  and 
stressed out because I've had to re -
gear and 
prepare
 these motions," 
said Hernandez. 
Deputy 
District  Attorney P. 




"Are you ready to argue, Mr. 
Hernandez?" asked the judge. 
"I'm not prepared to argue." 
said Hernandez. "I'm not
 prepared 
to present witnesses either.' 
The judge then
 heard Halpin's 
argument
 against changing the loca-
tion of any part of the trial. Hernan-
dez refused to respond, 
and the 
judge denied 
the  motion. 
"This case involves an enor-
mous amount of 
geography,"
 said 
Tynan. "...The Los Angeles central 
district is the only reasonable forum 
to try this case." 
He then ruled that a defense
 
motion to continue 
the trial until 
Feb. 1 
was  "reasonable." He or-
dered 
attorneys
 not to become in-
volved in any
 other litigation which 
might prevent 
them from going to 
trial 
then. 
Ramirez. who sat slumped




































































chair at the counsel table. vkas asked 








"The date your 
counsel  is re-
questing 





Tynan who asked if the defendant 
waived his right to 
a speedy. trial and 








back to his courtroom Thursday for 
action on further 
defense motions. 
They indicated 
they might not be 
ready  to proceed. 
Petition:  





will he set up in front of 
the 
Student
 Union and between 
the 
men's and 
women's  gyms, Rice 
said.  
"It's not as easy as you think. 
Not
 
everyone's  a voter,"
 he said. 
"This initiative







 have a 
stake in this." 







backs  to education. 
law enforce-
ment, 
health  care, and 
senior  pro-
grams,'





California is ranked last
 in the 
country











"We could have a one-third in-
crease in the budget and 








 explained that SJSU has a 
large number of- 
fai:ilities  that
 need 
to be renovated. 
"To maintain 
something is a lot
 
cheaper than to 







 to condemn things.'' 
Paul Gann. who authored the 
current education funding 
law. is 
working to qualify a hill that would 
limit education spending (in 
the 1988 
bal lot . 
"If it passes, there will be sig,-
nificant increase in tuition fees be-
cause the same formula will he used 
to decide the education budget," 
Rice 
said.  
This proposal also will 
take 







and  spend 
it exclusively 
on transportation, 
according to the California 
Teachers  
Association KTA 





education  program 
for 
students  and employees 
 analyze individual 
circum-
stances and respond
 to persons with 
AIDS  on a case












-person  panel includes 
two students, a 
representative  from 
the student services.
 Battle. and 
other 
people  from campus.
 
The committee is responsible 
for 
SJSU's  AIDS  Awareness
 Week 
and  also sponsored the 
event about a 
year -and -a -half ago, Battle said. 
For students who cannot attend 
the 
AIDS
 Awareness Week presen-
tations, there is also an information 
table in front of the Student Union. 









said that he expects the 
Awareness Week to become an an-
nual event.
 
"As long as it (AIDS)
 has an 
impact on the community, we should 
continue 
to educate them." 
he said. 
The CSU guidelines recom-
mended by the chancellor's 
office 
are: 
 Employees with 
A1DS/AR-
C/HIV
 POSITIVE TES -I- should 
he 
afforded  normal working 
conditions 
and participation
 in activ ities in an 
unrestriced manner as 
long  
as they 




 The campus should provide 
reasonable
 accommodation in a 
manner consistent 
with those por-






C/HIV  POSITIVE test would 
be 
given assistance. 
consistent  with 
other  illnesses. in obtaining apppro-
priate medical care. education. 
ac-
commodations. 
 Campuses will not 
restrict ac-
cess to common areas. such as din-
ing 
halls, gyms. libraries. etc. to 
persons with the AIDS
 virus. 
 An employee concerned 
with 
the presence of a person with 
AIDS 
virus 
should  be 
directed
 to a knowl-










that refusal to work with a person
 
with AIDS does not excuse
 an em-












































































 1st San 
Jose
 State University  
will begin utilizing 
the  
advanced 











 a phone, 
it
































 - Allows up to 7 
people  to 
join in on one can. 
* Callback - 
AlloN.vs a callback 
message  to 
be
 left on an 
internal
 extension 
when it is 











the  user to transfer
 a 
call
 to another 
user.  
* Call Forwarding 
Group  Listening 
- Allows 
calls  to be 
forwarded
 
to another user. 
- Allows
 other users 
to listen 
in on a call only. 










 - Allows a user to answer any ringing 
extension within an 





employees  will 
have  a 

















to preview the 
system,




























8:30  - 
10:00  


























































which  means the








 To get an 
outside  line dial
 7 
instead




















































will  have even prior















A brief look at 






































































 that the 
issue needed
 to be 
dis-






Barrett  said he 
had  already 





























 Police officer 
acted  correctly 
when he stopped
 Spartan Village residents from 
renting parking spaces
 to sponsors of a Village 
fund-raiser, said 
UPD Chief Lew 
Schatz.
 
The officer, Sgt. Edwin 
Anderson.  intervened 
when residents rented spaces at one of their 
lots
 on 
Oct. 3. The group had not received permission to 
hold the fund-raiser 
from  SJSU president Gail Ful-
lerton, who has authority  over 




said  she would not 
approve  of such 
an event
 if students had 
to park their cars 
on the 
streets, 




held the day of a 




 creates extensive 







exploded  at 
an
 Iraqi 
elementary  school 
Tuesday  morning 
as pupils filed 
into the 
building  for 
classes.
 killing 32 
people and 
wounding  218, 
officials said. 
Nearly  all of the















 of one 
family




received  a direct hit. 
It was the fourth
 Iranian missile 
to strike Bag-
dad,
 the Iraqi capital.
 since Oct. 4. Iran 
has lobbed 








 years ago. 
The 




ing a fire and 
sending debris 
flying
 int() the sch(x)I-
yard. witnesses 
reported. Neighbors 
said  12 mem-
bers
 of the family 
living
 in the house 
were  killed . 
"The 
whole  family 
was  killed except 
for their 
two sons, 
Faek  and !mad who 
are fighters at the 
bat-
tlefront," said Abu 
Khalil. a neighbor. 
   
Haitian presidential
 candidate Yves 
Volel  was 
shot and
 killed by police 
Tuesday  as he 
delivered
 a 













 who was struck 
once  in the head and 
died in-
stantaneously,
 Radio Metropole reported. 
Volel, 
a member of the
 center -left 
Christian  
Democratic 
Rally, was a persistent
 critic of the gov-
erning junta 
of Lt. Gen. Henri 
Namphy.  He was 
protesting  the jailing
 of LI political 
activist  who had 
been held without trial for a month. 
Police
 cleared the area
 of bystanders and
 re-
porters  after the sh(x)ting.







HOME and you don't 
know 




Consider  the CHURCH 
OF CHRIST
 just off 
campus,
 81 N 
8th SI . 286-0348 Need a ride? We 
e re Christ c.ter. Bible believ-
ing and people loving Bible 
cies.. Sundey at 9 30 
A.. . 
Tuefiday st 7.30 P M Sunday 
Worship at 10 AM &GPM Dorm 




way to learn 
HISTORY  and 
noel
 
people with  your 
Interests. Call 




 OPTICAL PLAN. 
Enroll 
now!
 Save your 1.th.
 eyes 
e nd money too. For informal'.
 
e nd brochure eee A.S. office or 
call (408) 371-6811 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
1.'1
 It time 














130 YOU NEED 
A CAR??? Pi.. ull 
AL SILVA et 
SWANSON-FORD-
ISUZU in Lo. Gatos 356-2101 
Find out how you can qualify for  
LOAN today" 
'90 PHOENIX, ac crux, new tires bat-
tery. one owner. ilfe 
werrenty  on 
muMer alignment. $3200, Call 
277-2642.265-1346.  
COMPUTERS 
AFFORDABLE  COMPUTERS. Reek 
XT -turbo system. $497, ($639 
? disk. clock, 510'0 - AT' frrn 
$979 (come 
seer) Ail system. Inc' 








PC-COMII Computer & Accesoriel. 
404  S. 3rd St., *2, (408) 295-1606. 
One block from
 campus. Network 
$995 IBM AT compafible $1,095. 
XT $525. Printer P10801 $179. 
Han! disk. 
onodem.  mouse 6% 
off for students
 with 
I D . Com-
puter 6 
Accoosories  404 S. 
THIRD 
ST., Son Joe. (406) 295-1806 
SPARTANS RENTING? WISH TO 
BUY? Call Babe and
 elan pack-
ing 2 Winn 
mobile home under 
20K. Babe's Homes, 241-2659 
FOR  SALE 










hes been  
SAN  JOSE instflution 
for 15 
yaws
 College -level stu-
dents of 
history,  political science. 
Black. Aston 
end  Chluno stud-
ies, socks! work. 
women'  stud. 
Ibor 
history,  end mauler,. 
& 
socialism should 
come In end 
browse 




 terrtbooks In 
the oclel 
*Genres We carry 
both  new and used 
book.
 In the 
above fiek. 
as
 well ea fiction,
 po-
etry,  children s mysteries,
 snd 
much more 
boaters, r.ords & 
pertodicals
 snd the 












S. Ebel St 
Seri Jose. 
294--



























TANTS  ON 
CALL. 
263S




































Apply  in 
2 loc. 
tIone 
407  r 
Sento 



















































































will  be at 
Student Union 
Wed., Oct 2Ist 








 program at no cost 










bands for Friday 
night dances 
Call 
Pet  et 293-0422 
EASY MONEY,










weekly. Don't mIss your
 chance, 
(I-800-9994811)  
EULIPIA  RESTAURANT Is 
hiring
 bus-
.. and welters for lunch din-
ner. OMet 
etude.  job. Call 
280-
.161, 
374  S. 1st St. 
FEDERAL.STATE & 
CIVIL  service 
lobe $14.707468,811byr New hir-
ing! 
Call  JOB LINE 
1-518-459-
3611.ect F404 
for Info 241v 
HANDYMAN
 FOR APTS nr 
campus  
Must know repair plumbing $7 
hr
 
part time.  Don -295-8641
 
HELP NEEDED.
 Counter person for 
Espresso Bar 
neer  campus. 185 
Perk Ave , San 
Jose, Suite 179. 
call 993-9433 7AM-5PM 









INTERESTED IN HELPING 
YOUNG 
PEOPLE?? Comte. needed for 
an efter.hool
 sports and 
activ-
ities program in 
San Jose Middle 
Schools (Jr High) Sports or 
Scouting beckgr.nd helpful. but 
not necessary $5 75 hr. call
 






 your way to 








 call us On the job
 
training 
immedieto  openings 
In 
our  pleesant, comfort.. 
Csmp-
bell
 Gnu Full end Pert 
time Call 
370-9090 
PART AND FULL TIME 
RETAIL HELP. 
NatIonal  firm now hen 
Immediete  
openings,
 Starting ploy 
rote le 
$10. No 





 on the fob 
training progreon
 Good meth 
emi 
reeding skills















scholorshIps  ere awarded 
Intern.  
ships  are 
posslble
 end you 
may 
.rn 
2.3.4  credits per 
quarter  or 
semester  During your
 wInler 
spring and 
.peclaliy  summer 
breaks,
 Nil time work Is 
avsileble  
Call todey tor 
information  
and  en 
Interview,
 or call Monday 
through  
Frklay betw.n 
10 and 3PM. 
(4011)
 
922-0666 fl the lino
 Is 
busy 






OUALIFIED PAINTERS NEEDED, Full 
& pert fine
 position. Mut have 









SERVERS FT PT 





We orill train Apply In (Amon M-F 
9AM-4PM.
 MO Meridian 






16-N hr to start
 Full benefits, no 





B lvd between ()troll & flan To-
mas 
Santo Clore CaN 727-9793
 
SELF 
CONFIDENCE4WILD  YOURS, 
Earn money at the seine 
lime  We 
contect ALUMNI by teletthefle
 
O0011ing Koh 
support tor SJSU 







day 12-8 PM 
dolly  Wet have ECE 
unite, good my/wined. Ca. 
TODAY 72343410. 
TYPIST WANTED 
to be obis to type et 
lest




call Joe 1684184200 
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION 
hee  
FT opening tor  receiving clerk 
1 yr materiel hendlIng risperiericr 
required Must have  veld driv 
er's Noon. end be eble to lift 00 
lbs.  Cell (416096 tied x444 
VARIAN MAO, TUIIE DIV hero 
 
FTIFT 
opening  on weekend did 
for




1.3 yrs E M 
assem-
bly experience or 























top SUSSIS Marla 





WIII vein Call 
2/15-7130.
 2831 Meridian 
Ave.. S.J. 
WEEKENDS
 AM's, $8.50 to 
help ow -
live. heeithy physical 
chall  grad 
with morning 





QUIET  w prkg 3 bdrm, 
2 bth. nr campus.








person to shore Evergreen 
arse house M F prefer. 
non. 
smoker, 5.317 no 
1 3 utilities 
Cali
 Robin al 270-0237 
STUDIO
 APARTMENTS 2 
mlies North 




 only S395 to $425 Su-
permarket one block. bus lite 
rail  .erby No pets Neer
 inter-





STUDIO COTTAGE FOR RENT! Va-
unt. 1 blk from SJSU 
Rent is 
$375 mo 
S300 deposit or best 
offer I pay tr. waiter 
bill Call Mi-
ch.' 
Burick at (415) 
363-8569  
(work) or 971-9628 iv 




 ANONYMOUS open 
discussion groCampue
 Christian 
Cntr, 11 30 , WEDNESDAYS, 10th 
/ Son Carlo. Prerequisite. A DE-






Us! 335 S Baywood 




FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to 
live with 
eincere handicapped 
man Went to estsblish  lasting 
reistIoniship. Please 
call Brien st 
298-2306 
FREE SOFA Sturdy wood frame. 
comfy Ted worn coiorful
 throw 
sll It needs 978-5993 
FUN - EXCITEMENT Are you  ta-
male who entoys thls? You hon. 
est? I rn 5'9". brown halr. 
eyes. 144 pounds. eppearence 
Gee.. Reply to 
Devld  929 In-
verness




HIL LEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-
TION, 
SNOW'  dinners. pent., 
films. outings. 
....day  
lunch tind Learn, discussions, 
hue. 
Wincing.  end much more, 
For info call HIL LEL et 2944311 
d like to meet  Mt.. vivecl.s. al-
truistic woman I on en 
occasion-
ally charming. Nosy 27 yr.
 oid 
engr & grad student. multilingual 
& widely 'reveled lin 
genuinely  
good hearted,
 quite decent 
IcokIng 1. bright (3 majors) I 
.joy risque conver . book.. Mod 
IglIoni, foreign Mons & Gish. 
(splcy), latIn 
music  (lousy 
dancer) I admire those w strong 
deeire to Nam contrib 
show high deg of sensnlvity & 
e wer... Girlfriend of 4 
yrs & I 
worsted I on stoning to hel 
meeting someone You re 4. 
preset.. Ind./ kind erudite (un 
lees weed.. & homy) 
Attempt at 
friendship??





WORS14IP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen 
ler Sunday 
LUTHERAN 10 45 
om  CATHOLIC 6 30 pm and 11 00 
poi 
Plower  call CAMPUS MIN 
ISTRY 
et
 298-0204 for worship, 
counseling, programs yowl Shirty 
opportunities Rev Nate. 
Shin., Father Bob Leper.
 Sister 
Judy Ryon,






IT ALIA Stop &hewing.
 waving. 





move your unwenced hair
 (chin 
blkini, tummy,
 mocuileche, Mc) 
IS percent discount to elvd.ts 
and faculty Call before
 December 
31.1147 end get your Wet awl el 
12 price "Unwonted Heir deep-
peer. With My 
Core ' Owen Choi 
gren E , 586-3800, 1845 See-
m, Ave . 
*C
 'Weir Todey Odle 
Tomorrow"  
EYECARE AT 
SUNRISE  EYEWEAR, 
Dr 
Christopher  
Cabrera  0 D 
(Polity 
fast service st extremely 
low price 




 glaucoma check, 
com-
plete contact len.. 
.rvIce  for 
homily Fashion 
frames  and sun-
glasses by the leading designers
 
Super
 thin len.. tor high power 
Rx Open 7 dye  week In., -
ante & Medical are 
wermly  wet. 
come SJSU 
students & staff al -
move hove 10% oll Call tor
 appt 
now".
 405 E Sants Clare St at 
91h, call 995-0488 We speak Viet-
namese. Spanish & 
Chinese  
NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE? 'Finan-
cial 
sid  from the 
prIvete.ctor  Is 
overwhelmingly neglected re-
source At Scholastic 
Consul. 
tants we have the resource. to 
help you tap into the private sec-
tor tor financial aki. No matter 
what your grades are or what y.r 
Income is we un 
find financial 
aid sources tor which you are 
qualified We guarantee Ito Cali or 
write today tor fr. Information on 
how you con receive financial 61.7 
hom the privet. sector Write 
Scholastic  Consultants. P 0 Box 
2744, Sante




 HELP? ZBS Re-
search Associat. will input. ana-
lyse. and interpret
 
your  debt UM -
varlet. end inuitiveriale 
techniques Clear ciplanatIons 
(415) 3494407 
PHONE
 SERVICE WITHOUT your own 














 DISC  JOCKEY by 
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS 





provides  wide variety of 
music  
for 
your wedding, party. or dance 
el r.sonable rotes Cell Desiree 
or Phil at 
249-7820 912-7359 
REWARD YOURSELF
 WITH beet EU-














dent distributor) at 270-3774.
 P 0 
Box 9. San Jose. 
Ca 95013 or 









sensitive  touch A verloty 
of 
plans  to choose from ell re. 
sonet. priced
 BY APPOINT 
NIENT (408)259-5941 
YOU THOUGHT ABOUT FLYING? Get 
 privet. pilots ikon., 
epee.  
$55 hr. 62500 total For 1,101V
 info 
call 
PASIk 3714607 iv 
mes.ge  
TRAVEL 
AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United 
Bonus Tr.., tickets, W.tern 
eche tickets or others
 Will pey up 
to S350 
.ch (cash) 
Call  (918) 
739-0736 or SOO) 649.1661  
TRAVELS WITH








MAIT MTH AV 
CACAO&  
Aa.117CAL 5117T1 *VC far 
INA63 
THAT WU NV I 




















SHOOT/  YOUR 
oo 
































































HER NIPIE WAS NIXED 






COULD  FLIP 
We/E-













ONE DIY fit/ THE PLAY-





































































































tours, discount sir tickets. hotel 
reservations, etc FREE ticket de-
livery on campus 135 S 1 1th St . 
977-0799 
TYPING 
AAAA- ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT, 
ACCOUNTABILITY, ACKNOWL 
EOGEABLE In typing
 thet's tops 
trust Tony 296-2087 Thenke 
SI 
SO











BEAUTIFUL  PAPER every time, Ex-
perienced with school
 reports, 
thee.. transcription, end group 
projects Plck.Up & 
Delivery.  
Grammer
 Check, EPP. oven 
eble Student discount Only 1? 
rnInut. 
sway  CAN now to reserve 
before
 the Mehl (404) %Le
 
3462 P.m..  Words and More 
ABSTRACT WE RE NOT, 
AudemIc  
word proc.sIng our specIstly 
Guaranteed Otter quality ecru-
tory 
Fr. dish storegeproofing 
Re...noble rens We re tooter 
poodable.grernineresperlenced 
College 
grads.  so call us wlth 
pa-
persreports. them Ie. SCI-





Years of .port -





work guaranteed Mlnut. 
horn  
campus. 








pers, resumes end dissertations 
All of your business or academic
 
need. Serving
 Evergreen, SSJ & 
 few minutes 
from SJSU Slud.t 
ret. 
available  Call Maureen 
(406) 
224-0952,  Dern to 
13pon  
APA FORMAT, term  pop. thee!. we. 
corned  10 years typing word pro-
cessing experienu. *tier posit. 
printing 
Very compoelfive 
and  fast turn eround 
evelLeble 
Skids.. receive discounl Ar-
c.. Date. 281-4982 - risk
 foo Tr 
re.
 
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA 
TERESA 
arse Foul,




 of your resume, 







CALL  LINDA TODAY, 
Avoid  the rush! 
Rms..  now for your term 
pa-












 evalleble Ahnederr 
Branham 






Also  term pe-
pers. manuscripts, screenplays. 
resumes. repot.. 
letters.  hen-
scription  Free SPELCHEK. copy 
edh. disc storage.
 Ouick turn-
around Sante Clara 246.462S
 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
 tor your 
academic. 
business.  legal word 
procesIng needs Term pews. 
reports. resumes. cover letters. 
group protects, 
manuals.  theses 
dissertations. 
etc Ali academic 




 punctuation end 
grammar
 sselstence Ail wqk 
guaranteed Professional. quick & 
dependable Mnfie at AFFORDA 
Ell E RATES". Cell Pam et 
247. 
268I 
(SANTA CI ARA) Further 













and  spelling. SI  
85 pope, typing 
and 
full














ut. from .hool Pick-up and de-
livery, too, Glve your 
papers
 that 
protessionel touch Call today to 
reserve your time 251-4665 
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN
 ever typed 
fest? Lot me help! S2 pg, Obi op 
Resumes are 14 pg I'm Of) cam-
pus ell deto Tu. & 
Thur.  & eerly 
 m on Mon Wed 
Fri tor .sy p u 
and OP -I only type in the eve-
n ings 
Cali MARCIE et 926-1274 
(Iv mug on my 
machine)
  
PROCESSING  TO PERFECTION
 Just 
tell me whet, 
hove  and wh. and 
I II do 
the rest I'm  queened eec 
'Nary. I can prom.
 any words 
you went .y forme or style 
For 
prompt  and efficlent results. 
Gill 





 if no 
..)  
PROCESS IT WRITE, 
Feculty  and stu-
dente un rely on eccurel 
timely prochfction of newsletters, 
repOrte, resumes. publicellons, 
manuscripts. correspondence. 
etc WIII cold In grammar spelling-
punctuefion For 
prompt. 7 day 
reopen..






RESUMES, PAPERS. WORD PRO-






RESUMES,"  WRITING & WOAD 
PROCESSING. 
35 years rporl 





SJSU TYPIST, 2 
bl.ks from campus 
Word processing. typing $ 
set 
ling Fn.
 disk storage 
SI 25 page double op.. typing 
Term papers. reports cover let. 
tens Hoses. etc Cell 



















Call S 0 S " Group 
pro-
tects.
 journals. essays. rouse re 
ports Fr. spelling ch.k Letter 
quality printer. 
Rego... 






Competitive  ratee 
Also offer typing end 
WP training 
Individual








Clove sr. Cali Patti et 24.-











cell C.ella (coffer 3 
PM)  el 
298-7390  
WOAD EXPERTISE WOM 
processing 
11...16 dissertation manuscript 







papers. theses. resumes. man 
uals. dissertations. nese 
spell  chech etc Reasonable 
mt. Cell K & R DESKTOP SERV 
ICES






 students end 
iscutty Convenient bud. off  I-
280 & Leigh S2 standord double 
space peg. Call Ind. at 998-
0764 
WRMNG, RESEARCH SERVICES All 
sublects Ousliffed writers 
Re-
writing. editing. pep. SOO thSi 













4 Lines $4 35 
5 










Days  Days 
$4 
35 S4 75 




























Rates  (All Issues) 
5-9 




Lines  $63 00 
15 Plus 

























Lost & Found 
Computers 
Print 
Your Ad Here 
(Count
 approximately 30 letters and 
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Address   
City & State   
Enclosed 
is


















Classified Desk Located 
Outside DIlif2011 
HOUT4 9:00 A.M 
to 3,30 P.M. 
 
Deadline,
 Two days prior to publication 
 
Consecutive publication dates only 
 No refunds
















Jennifer Hill, co -captain 
of
 the Stanford soccer team sits in Santa Clara 
County: NIuncipal Court during the
 N CAA drug -testing trial. Stanford 
athletes are against drug























the issue is highly 
tle-


















Lovienthal said that anabolic 
olds do 
not 
enhance  the 
perfor-
iii,ince (it athletes 












sports.  such as 
discus














































halls have the 
stigma  
as places to sleep and party. 
As for studying, you can forget 
it. Either you go to the library or at-
tempt to read while people run down 
the halls outside your 
room. 
To help residents 
achieve better 
grades in college, Bob Tattershall. 
University 
Housing  Services coordi-
nator, has formed the 
Academic 
Committee for Excellence (ACE). 




to establish a more aca-
demic atmosphere





















 to have 
been forgotten.   
ACE coordinator Amber 
Walker said 
the first step to promot-





fliers are to make the
 resi-
dents aware of what time quiet hours 
are in effect," Walker said. 
"They are going to 
pass
 out a 
list of places students can go to study 
and  how late they stay (vpen," Tai-
tershall 
said.  
Other ideas are doorknob
 hang-
ers to infornv people in 
the  halls to
 be 
quiet,
 tutoring programs. calendars 
with a list of study 
programs  being 
offered, and some study tips. 
Another idea Tattershall would 












housing office) have 
an extra 
meal card that two 
students  
could use to take a 
faculty
 member 
to lunch... Tattershall said. 
The
 idea for the program was 





 for about six 
years."  Tattershall 
said.  "It's a full-
blown









was  a finalist for the 
program  of the 
year 
award  given by the 
National 
Asstx:iation  of 





it was a gtiod 
idea
 to 












page  I 
has AIDS." 
"There 
has been a recent report 
from doctors in Great Britain that 
says it can take three years to con-




"In  the past. doctors usually 
believed it took no more than a few 
months for the virus to develop. but 
that 






 that both Harvey
 and Kitagawa 
proclaim











 people can test 
positive
 for the virus and 
still remain 
healthy
 or show no signs of the 
dis-
ease." Harvey said. "Most impor-
tantly, 
you can't get the disease if 
you have 
casual  contact with the 
AIDS carrier. 
"lf someone  does get 
AIDS,  
they 







of the most critical is that 
a person who has AIDS
 cannot be 
moved to another job.
 just because 
he or she has the
 disease. 
"Recently. a local teacher who 
had AIDS got 
moved  to a desk job 
without his approval 


































 at lunch 
hour.  ing 
'inured




glass  and 
debris







"I heard a big 
explosion  and 
Police













 huiding was shaking.
 We 
were  all 
at 1120 


























was  no immediate
 word 
on what caused
 the explosion. Wit-
nesses
 said the fire began
 in the  back 
of the building
 near the 
kitchen
 and 



























MOWRY EAST - 
- 376 Capttol Avenue, Son Jose 
- 1323 S. Winchester Blvd., San Jose 






Farwell Rood, From:fit 
'The









and remain healthy 
or show no signs of 
the disease.' 
 
Sally  Harvey, 
employee 
assistance  program 
help of the ACLU (American Civil 
Liberties Union) suing the school." 
Harvey said 
that it' a person is 
working
 with an AIDS carrier and 
wishes to move to another area 
of the 
job. 







































if you say 
on the 
application










managers  or 
supervisors  
end  up with 
a 




appear  to be 




think that it 
will 
never happen





"We all must reach a level of 
acceptance, recognize that the dis-
ease affects everyone and work to-
gether
























 ROAST BEEF 
 AND 10 MORE 
iiMM 
























 progranv is 
still  in its 
infancy.  




 goals and objectives
 of the 
program,' Choy said. 
Walker said she 





she is interested in 
academic achievement. 
"It's also 
a brand new pro-
ject," 
Walker  said. "It's fun to 
start  
a program from scratch." 
Tattershall said the
 committee 
has come up with some of its own 
ideas 
for the pmgram. 
He is optimistic that 
the  pro-
gram 
will succeed at SJSU. 
"We are 
starting with the ba-
sics that Colorado 
State  used." Tat-




















 of San 
Francisco
  Parina 
Hall  
October 17, 1987 

































 will be held at the new 
A.S. Print Shop on Oct. 30, 1987 
at 








































am 7 pm Monday Thursday
 













much  more' 
WE 
ARE  LOCATED AT: 
Old Cafeteria 
Building 
next to the Spartan Bakery 
NAME
   
ADDRESS
  
 PHONE   
limited one entry per person 











brand  new 
pro-
. "It's 





































































see page 6 
 Pub feature 
see 
page  7 
 Ballet opens 
see 
page  8 
Page 
2 




you think cultural 
literacy is important?  




 to kno( 
...Mune  
an..1 
















  11111iS111 
\ 
het.allse  I neei ,ae 





IC, important  to 
me
 


















oti  to test 
opinion
  
Joe I eerie 
sop   
journalism 
Entertainer 
he i.nlet lamer 
suppleincill  is an mi., entertainment  
guide that
 appears each I liniscla in the Spartan






















David  of 
Richmond





































slit klIel% 111,11 
1111)011 
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Rome. Japan.  India. 
!mince.  
( 
ireece  and the 
l'hilipmes. 
liov.inan's  test 
consisted 
ot 
--,1) ',1St and 511 I \ Jumoi 
College 
students














 theories and 
arts 
and  nohod 
kile11
 Vk 
hal  she 
%kits talking 
a0111  






dents sin\ ed plaeed Managua in 
\win:tem' It's not like
 Nicaragua 
lia,Mt 
been  the.I10% s e el 11:1 
101 111011111s
 
I:call/nig that .% orld current 
e% ems 










She asked 1k here the 
Haight  




John\  it 
v, as 
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1 kIle 























































SO. 110 10 
blame.'
 
















the tour eat  s I v..is  
there.  1 





it ha, been 
mentioned in some
 of im 
A lot
 ot the cultural  
in our








might  kno all ot 
111. 




































































Thursday',  October 


















Deity staff writer 







bines horror and 
futuristic film 
noir
 and proves he 
doesn't need 
another 





The movie is about
 a happily 
married 
police  detective  from 
Queens
 whose  
life 
is shattered 
when he is 











Award nominee for his perfor-










Mimi Rogers. co-stai of 
"Gung Ho." 
potrays  the imper-
iled witness CI:iire





Ellie. Keegan's wife and the 
mother of his eight -year -old son. 
At first. the cop is put off by 
his ward's world of ritzy 
apart-
ments, hut he eventually warms 









Since Rogers plays 
an
 ice 
princess.  their relationship is 
nothing
 inure than a plot 
line. But 
it does provide the 
personal  angle 
beyond the crime story. Keegan
 is 
torn 
between the rich 
dame  and 







































































































the rich visual style 
which Scott 
has become known for, it also 
marks 
something of a 
departure  
for the director. 
Scott 
said  about the 
movie.
 
"In the past, I've either done pe-
riod 
films  or science fiction. I was 
looking 
for a change of pace - for
 
material which 








with contemporary problems. 








said.  "I love the 
tight encapsulation







the central character (Keegan
 
and 




'SOIlleolle 10 Walt:11 
0% er 
Me"








Scott's  technique. But it 
is just this gleaming. 
glamorous
 






















but  not 
entertaining
 
Ity Dave Lanson 
Daiiy stall 
writer  







 ot the old 
vampire
 
theme. les rather sty lish hut just 
takes too long 




 "Near Dark' in-
cludes 
tiresome
 dialogue anti a 
plot worthy
 of Saturdav -rooming 
tele% ision. Its one redeeming fea-







 before the start 
of this film 
and
 still feel he was
 entering in the 
middle 
of





tingly slow. it 
leaves
 you wonder-
ing if you're 
vvatching  the sequel 
to a yet unmade film. 
Although 




















 vampires! At  
least 
the film could 
tell
 us so. 
The 




sleazy  guy named
 Caleb 
(played to mediocrity 
by new-
comer Adrian 
Pasdar.  who had a 
bit
 part in "Top 
Gun').  One night 
Caleb picks up a 
woman  named 
Mae (Jenny Wright)
 and ends up 
being 










 dilemma of 
having
 to either 
join Mae
 and her clique






 humans in the thriller 'Near
 Dark' 
sucking buddies or waste away 
not knowing the in's and out's of 
neck
-biting. 
Caleb, who delivered 
macho 
pick-up  lines to Mae. is not that
 
likable to hegin 
with: so why 









a disgusting lot. The 
leader. 
Jesse. played by Lance Henrik-
sen. who attempts
 to imitate Hurry 








who is given v ery 
little
 
to do. Dianiondhack is 
Jesse's
 ap-











coming a vampire IlleIN never 
taking a bath. The minute Caleb 
becomes
 a vampire he becomes 
filthy', as are all the blood -suck-
ers. These 
people could vt ear out 
three bars 4)1 
Lava
 soap and still 





















able guy named 
Severen. played 







brother  in "Weird Science.  
Paxton is the one 
silver lining 
in an otherwise gray cloud 
of
 a 
motion picture. His rather 
light-
hearted portrayal of a merciless 
killer is reminiscent








 then quits. 
the 
clan when his father miraculously
 








w hich is never ex-
plained 










 used as 
an explanation
 tor the 
eventual  
cure 
of Caleb and 
Mae 
"Neat Dail. 1. 
a film 
that 













to dra% I 
ear  
old.  to the 
[healer.  it fails 

















leaves a sour 
taste in 
one's  mouth. 
"Near Dark" leaves
 only 
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 . hut the 
rest
 ot the 
testi% al 
has  been 
Inn




























































































es.  en!. 
Twin 
nit 











gallet  s 
Resides




I esti \ 
























 al 111 
I 1:1%.1!.. 




%hove. 11 all 


















 at a taste 
I 
his  %vas 
larnlacher's
 first time 
table at the fevtival. 
McKee look 
at the Seventh 
1iinual  
lirtisvvel  






















   hrussel 
sprout 






eft. Robert Bernardi. a 
three-
xear-old from I. 
resin>,
 tries to 
sink his sprout the putt 
esent.
 %hose, fesiisal 
goers 
ex-























lethio I till 
has 
snuck into 











"Songs from the 









Led by lan 
Anderson.  the 
perennial poet -minstrel. Tull', 
music has run the










flair  tor the  
dramatic
 
(NI the ne%% album. Niideistiii 
his  practiced eye 
to 
content -






seems to be his longing 
to 











songs.  `she said she 









scoundrel attitude "Raising 
Steam














By Russ Bagger-1:J 
Daily staff
 wrtter. 




on the Double Planet... is the title. 
The 






rendition tit the Rob Dylan clas 
sic. " All Along the Watch
 
towei.




 to create the








 Via \ through the lyrics 
lust
 to get the 
words





low guitar %%oik one might espect 
to 




















The intrust se character of 
these





















into a once 
in a Melnik. (hope -
hill 






























































































songs on the flip 
side 
include. 
"Rikki's  shuffle." 
w hich 












title.  doesn't 'lase











 is as 
forgettable 
as










be more a)%eplable ,c) 
instrumen  
tals 
Nall  Not that 
11,e11  


























aditional values and 
old-world
 







day s when the 





His anthem. "Farm 
on 
the  heck% ay ." is an ode 
to 
farmers »hose 







to'  got the%
 told us 
what
 this old land %) as tor 
oris  
the 












 was the pl.ke 







what  I'm chasing i as a 
iich 




vi ith a million
 dollars 
and 


















   
COMPACT
 DISCS 









Imports,  New Age, Jazz, 
Classical,
 Rock,




Listen to elected iscs t ur oun tations 
son''s cultured voice and Martin 
Barre's wailing. hard -driving lead 
guitar dominate. while Ander-
son's 











 for the 
last three 
albums.
 rounds out what 









duties.  hut 
are not 























Jethro Tull 11,1, 
alw ay, been 
Anderson's creatie  baby . pre-
senting music














































olved  or if 
he is simply listing
 the 
people that he 
know,
 









 \X f al)... 
this  record 
re-establishes 
as the cynical 
mask!'
 s ..1 
1 tidor
 
sit)  le 










together  for 
17 









































play ing to 
their  die-hard 
fans  and 
unable to draw















sheds working class 
image 
in 'Tunnel of 
Love'  
By Dae !Anson 
Daily staff 
writer  
Bruce Springsteen is tak-
ing a chance recording an 
album which may alienate his 
new found following 
of 14 
year -olds who think "Born In 
The U.S.A." is a flag-waving
 
anthem for hard hats 
















 understand because love. 
relationships.  and other such 










 still v)e.ii mg 
Pam-
pers Vi }10111 R1.111 
launched  him to 
supeistardom  
in 1975 will not find this new 
album %cry accessible. Not un-
like "Nebraska." 
Springsteen 

















I oye." his 
recent
 marriage and eser-in-




 You." he 
writes  about
 the Dials and 
trib-
ulations of being 
%%ealthy and 









can only satisty so much. Its 













insightf ul. as Springsteen. 
The title cut probably
 has 





















to he easy/ought 
to 
be simple 
enough,Man  meets 
a 
woman and 
they-  fall in love -
But the house
 is haunted and 

























of love. He 
talks about  a 
side 









 things I 
don't  understand
 makes  me
 




 :111110001  
1101 
a 
publicly  ()pen  person. does 

















%tits) and yocals  
that iire endearing. 
Springsteen  may be 
con-
sidered





albums  and 
draws hundreds of 
thousands 



















Women  may listen to 
this 




















































performs for an 
enthusiastic crowd 
Friday 












mato!  ay of 
people  at Spartan Pub 
I 
iida% night 











tougher crowd than usual 
to 
please. when she
 began her one -
woman show 
after the game.  
Janice
 Ks solo performance 
on guitar 
and  electric 
piano 
was 
strong enough to get the Pub 
crowd on her side. 
This was 
possible










Caidinals lam left the Puh by the 
time  Janice A came 
on













wrath of angry 
. 
some-
what intoxicated baseball fans 





 after the Spar-
tans'  Homecoming













during  eer song. 
 Most 
importantly.
 Janice  is 
ati accomplished performer. 
who 
is smart enough to know what the 
crowd 
wants 
to hear on a 
Friday 
night.  
Allowing a to crowd dictate 








 of the 
show 
"Someone  asked 
me








play  ." Janice 
A said. 'Nly. 
immediate 
:1111.A1C1  
k1:IS  I \\Jilt 
10 





 and it 
half set. Janice 
\ could only play 










Nte  a 






















Vv'hether it was Bruce 
Springsteens "Fire..  Creedence 
Cleary. 
ater
 Rev i% al   
Proud  
Mary., The 
Doobie Flrothers  
"Long 
Train RI.1111141 on guitar. 
or The Eagles'. "One of These 
Or The 
Beatles'  ist 
:Ind 
Shout on the 
organ.  Janke 


































iw ing these gtis 




Some  Sl,14!", V,CIC 
consider-
ably
 weakened by these 
interrupt-
ions. 

















 not so 
much
 her guitar 
or 




































Brend Tai Lam 
Daily staff
 writer 
Classical  music 
fans
 got an 
inexpensive treat 
when  Judith 






















































/art.  Franz 
Joseph 
































 and a 
refreshing






















 Thornburgh has 
recel% 
ed critical 
acclaim  for her 
performances throughout
 the U.S 

















The fortepiano became the 
niost 
important  part of 
the  show . 
as 
well  as the 
main
 attraction  dur-
ing  the afternoon recital. 
Fragile in build. the forte-
piano was handcrafted by Paul 
and Janine Poletti in 1985 It 
Nas 










now displayed at the Smithsonian 









































% oke She 
maintained  good conool as 
she 
filled 
the corners of the i.oncert
 








Well. bless my star -is 
capitalism 
dead?  KSJS brings 
killer  commercial free
 radio to 




 bop those buns 
every weekday 
to the Rhythm 
Wave On the
 weekends. cool 





Party with Spartan 
Sports and keep tabs on our 
great dictators and their prole-
tariat with KSJS Public Affairs.
 
90.7FM is everything but com-
mercial
 Oh. but don't
 worry 







 (.1 444.11.za1 JJ  
'1 SI 
Page
 8 Thursday. 
October










,uperstar.  is 
the 
renaissance


















 he a 
panne' He 
still paints and his 






'list film was "The Mall 
l'ell to Earth" in 1976. He 
was 
acclaimed  on Broadway. in 
"The Elephant Man" and in 








































Martin Amis. reflections on his 
feeling 





also dahbles at 









 he says. "I 
lose 




 or Ivy,' I like 
the  idea 
of yv 
k ing  on short 
stor
 ideas 





 scieenolav s 
But the v ersatile 
main effort is his must, His 
current sis 
month  -Glass Spi-
der" 
tour, yv Inch dreyv 
sell-out  
crov".1.  in
 large U.S. outdoor 
stadiums 
beginning 




 spectacle. The 
tour.
 hich includes stops 
in 
F.urope. North America 
and 
South America. is named for a 
song in Bovvie's new album. 
"Never Let




ences of German expressio-
nism. post -modernist dance, 

































huilt for the American 
leg of the tour, each costing 
  than 
$10  million. While 
he was performing in one sta-
dium, a ere% IA as taking down 
the other setup from the last 






tan.  slim and sparkling 
%kith health. 
became famous in 
1972 as the androgynous.
 
in :Inge haired.
 other-vvorlilly . 
doi illicit 
rocker
 Ziggy Stardust. 
\call his hand.
 the Spiders from 
Mars  
But 'Jaggy 
Stardust  wasn't 
Bovi ie..




After  changing 













Iiis dues.*  
He released records which 














 to get 
attention.
 
As /rep Staidust 
he
 be-
came a star and hunk lied glitter 





















 the Thin White Dude 
Vining  performers otten 




 But most admire ie 
anJ many copy his music and 
images. 
Punks  
sponed  Ziggy 
Stardust 
haircuts.  The 19/40s 








Bowie kicked a cocaine 
habit. moved to Switzerland. 
and in 1980 was divorced from 
his 
wife
 Angela. He got cus-
tody 
of their 
son Zowie. now 
16 and called Joey.
 Angela is 
currently suing for a percent-
age of Bov,ie's earnings during 
























staff  writer 
Ballet 
kik  ers  
received  a plea-
surable 
kick Friday night at the 
San Jose Cleveland Ballet. 
Three  extremely diverse 
bal-





modern to a high 
kicking can -can dance. Each of 








applause  from the audi-
ence. 
"Les Sylphides" evoked a 
feeling of tragedy enhanced by 
gloomy background 
decoration.  a 
typical element in classical 
ballet.  





with pastel. fuzzy col-
ors. 
Unless 
you've  participated in 
classical ballet, 
it's hard to appre-
ciate the complex movements and 
SJSU 
holds wine tasting 
workshop  
By 




















































"We  will 
break



















The panicipants will first 
taste the components individually 
in 
water.  Then the %vine will he 
flooded v% Mt each component so 
the 
taste'
 vv ill experience how 
the 
element affects the wine. Hardin 
said.  








 to use 











 workshop is not 
just 
geared tov.ard the 




















main goal ot the 
workshop is to develop an effec-











"For people who enjoy wine
 











His goal is 
to
 make it easier. 
The 




noon  todav Registration 
fee is $2 for students and 
5,3 for 
non
 students Participants 
must
 be 
2 I y eats old and no one will he al-
lowed in ;it the door. 
flexibility- 






two main dancers - a 






another through facial expressions 
and body movements. 
They
 cre-





evening,"Ontogeny."  was 
an 
innovative 
modem ballet that 
was 





The dance piece was success-
ful in offering an 
abstract  theme to 
modem ballet. The performance 
evoked 








lars with worm -like movements 
across
 the stage in unison.
 This 
created a quiet murmur within the 
auditorium as the
 audience 








orful costumes and characters 
contributed  to the 
comical 
piece.  
Set in a Parisian cafe, 
the  
male dancers attempt to win the 
affection
 of one prized
 lady. 
The




formance. At times 
the audience 
roared with 
laughter when a few 
of the guys failed 
miserably  in 
their
 quest to win over the female. 
The program was varied 
enough
 to entertain those who 
are 
not ballet fanatics and satisfy 













































 Oct. 15th & 
Friday.



















Oct. 17th  
9:30-12:30  
80 South 
Market  St (Downtown) San 
Jose 
2 Block North of the New 
Fairmont Call 292-1318 
